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The most innovative way to give gifts from your kitchen. 100 Easy Recipes In Jars is a collection of
easy to make, delicious jar recipes that will make a big dent in your holiday gift giving list. 100 Easy
Recipes In Jars includes recipes for cookies, beverages, bars and snacks. There is also a tasty
assortment of muffins, breads and hearty soups that everyone will enjoy. The recipes use simple
ingredients to create a homemade meal or snack thatâ€™s as easy to use as a store-bought mix.
You do the hard part, while the recipient sits back and enjoys. As an added bonus, readers have
access to more than 2000 online labels and recipe cards to decorate and personalize their
handcrafted gift. These handsome, professionally designed templates can be used to add a
personal touch and create a one of a kind gift that will be the highlight of any occasion.
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This cookbook has many easy to follow recipes. The results, after making a few, were delicious! The
cooking steps were very easy and able to be done without much difficulty at all. I also really enjoyed
decorating the jars. I have received tons of compliments from friends and family for these unique
gifts. For the upcoming holiday season I look forward to trying numerous new recipes from this

superb book. I highly recommend this appealing, well-written holiday treasure!

Author Bonnie Scott has written an outstanding cookbook that is well thought out. Her book, 100
Easy Recipes In Jars, is illustrated with color photographs, clear directions, and a good selection of
recipes. There is an active table of contents making it easy to navigate this delightful eBook.I love
her creative ideas for how to jazz up the jars using fabric, ribbon and recipe cards.I love her tips on
how to layer a pretty jar.Her cookbook will help almost any cook prepare gifts in a jar that would
make delightful Christmas presents for almost anyone on your gift list.Some of the recipes you will
find in her cookbook include:Holiday Cranberry Cookie MixDark Chocolate Chunk Cookie
MixCheesy Popcorn Spice MixHot Chocolate MixChicken Rice Soup MixCold Weather Chili
MixReindeer ChowApple Spice Muffin MixHoliday Bar MixNut Bread MixHighly recommend.

I saw a lot of people packing cookies and bread mixes on Pinterest and the next thing I knew all of
my friends were doing it too. I really loved the idea and wanted to find the best recipes for it and get
a few tips on the best way to pack it. I found this book and gave it a try. The recipes are so yummy
and look so pretty in their jars! I'm so happy with it! The author also gives you some tips on
technique, which was really helpful. She suggested things like always putting nuts above sugars,
which is obvious now but I might not have thought about that when I was putting it together. My
favorite recipes so far have been the chocolaty bar mix and the north pole smores mix. They look
great in their jars and they come out really tasty! I made the energy bar mix for my kids on college
and shipped it to them! They loved it, because they can just open it up and make them without
having to get any ingredients or look up any recipes on their own. They love getting those
packages! Since Christmas is coming up I'm planning on trying out the holiday bar mix and the
breads to put together and give out as gifts!

I adore eating cookies especially at night when I have my hot milky drink before bedtime. I was
pleased to find some great recipes in this book for making up some cookie mixes. The ingredients
were kept simple and you will have most of the stuff in your kitchen anyway. However a great idea is
to put your cookies in jars and give them to friends or family as gifts.The recipe ideas were laid out
simple and had all the ingredients and basic, clear instructions on how to bake them. 100 Easy
Recipes in Jars will have you making gifts in jars today. What a novel way to create a homemade
gift by putting all the ingredients in a jar that is needed to make cookies, breads, soups and so many
more recipes.100 Easy Recipes in Jars has a concise and informative introduction to creating a gift

that is attractive and reusable. Whether creating a kitchen accessory basket for newlyweds, a movie
night basket for a young family with children or a care package for college students, 100 Easy
Recipes in Jars gives loads of packaging ideas to make your gift go on giving long after the mix is
gone.

How fun is this idea! This book has lots of recipes that will make great gifts!! The plain
off-your-pantry-shelf ingredients and simple recipes make putting a gift together quickly a
snap!There's a wide variety from snacks to desserts, beverages, breads and soups, so no matter
what your `giftee' likes, there's something for everyone. I guess I'd like it if there were more
meal-type recipes, but with all the choices and ideas you could probably think up some of your own.I
also love all the tips and tricks - for someone who's never done this, there's lots of little things I
would never have thought of - like wiping the insides of the jars between ingredients to keep the
glass looking nice. I don't have a flat kitchen thingy like in the pictures, so using a flat-bottomed juice
glass is a great idea.And the labels, hangtags and recipe cards are AWESOME! You don't have to
waste time trying to design your own - I'm not so good at `artsy stuff,' so this is a really big help for
the `artistically challenged!' Just select, customize and print - voila, a custom gift in no time flat.I plan
on doing a lot of these as Xmas gifts this year - mass produce a bunch & get them done all in one
day. So much easier than trudging around a mall! This is a great book, and you get so much for
such a small investment!

This book was not at all what I'd hoped. It's 100 recipes that include nut mixes, cookies, more
cookies, and dessert breads. There's about 5 actual soup recipes and zero pasta meals. I'd you're
looking for recipes for functional meals, look elsewhere.
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